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Featured Application: The multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré based on moiré
wavelength permits 3D shape measurement of surfaces with geometric discontinuities and
multiple spatially-isolated surfaces, using only two or three captured images. This is
advantageous in the image data acquisition process to enable fast measurement of dynamic
surfaces, either moving or deforming.

Abstract: Multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré was demonstrated using multiple moiré
wavelengths determined by system calibration over the full working depth. The method uses the
extended noisy phase map as a reference to unwrap the phase map with a shorter wavelength,
and thus achieve a less noisy and more accurate continuous phase map. The moiré wavelength
calibration determines a moiré-wavelength to height relationship that permits pixelwise refinement
of the moiré wavelength and height during 3D reconstruction. Only a single pattern has to be
projected and, thus, a single image captured to compute each phase map with a different wavelength
to perform digital-phase-shifting moiré temporal phase unwrapping. Only two captured images are
required for two-wavelength phase unwrapping and three captured images for three-wavelength
phase unwrapping. The method has been demonstrated in the 3D surface-shape measurement of an
object with surface discontinuities and spatially isolated objects.

Keywords: 3D shape measurement; fringe projection profilometry; phase shift analysis; temporal
phase unwrapping; moiré profilometry; digital moiré; moiré wavelength

1. Introduction

Fringe projection profilometry (FPP) [1] is commonly used for full-field non-contact surface-shape
measurement for a wide range of applications. Phase-shifting profilometry (PSP) [2] has been
commonly used because of its high accuracy, high spatial resolution, and low sensitivity to variations
of background intensity and surface reflectivity [2,3].

In PSP, typically three or four phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns are projected onto a surface and
camera captured images of the deformed patterns are used to compute a phase map, which contains
surface-height information. Since the calculated phase map is wrapped between –π and π, phase
unwrapping [4,5] is required to remove the 2π phase ambiguity. In spatial phase unwrapping [5,6],
phase unwrapping at each pixel is computed based on phase values at adjacent pixels; however, phase
errors can occur at surfaces with geometric discontinuities or spatially isolated surfaces [7], and the
error can propagate across pixels.

Temporal phase unwrapping [4,8] avoids error propagation by unwrapping the phase at each
pixel in the temporal domain independently of adjacent pixels. Multiple wrapped phase maps of
different fringe frequencies or wavelengths are required. Calculation of the phase map for each
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fringe frequency requires the capture of at least three phase-shifted images. To apply temporal phase
unwrapping using three different phase maps, multiple-image phase shifting PSP methods typically
require the projection and capture of nine images, which would tend to cause phase error in measuring
dynamic objects, either moving or deforming. It has been thus desirable to devise a method of temporal
phase unwrapping that uses fewer projected patterns to enable faster 3D image capture, while still
maintaining a high quality fully continuous phase map.

Heterodyne temporal phase unwrapping [9] employs multiple phase maps with different fringe
frequencies or wavelengths to create a new synthetic phase map with extended unambiguous phase
range. Two shorter wavelengths can be used to create a longer synthetic beat wavelength (the synthetic
wavelength at the beat frequency of two close frequencies) [4,10], and the unambiguous and continuous
phase value of the beat wavelength can be used as a reference phase to unwrap the phase of the shorter
wavelengths [10,11]. Thus, fewer projected and captured patterns are possible (e.g., six patterns for
temporal phase unwrapping with 3-step phase-shifting) [4]. Three and multiple-wavelength temporal
phase unwrapping can further extend the beat wavelength to increase the measurable height with less
noise [3,12–16].

Another method of reducing the number of projected and captured phase-shifted images during
measurement is by digital moiré. In digital moiré, only a single grid image needs to be projected and
captured during measurement, and phase shifting is performed digitally in a post process to generate
multiple phase-shifted images [17].

This paper combines heterodyne multi-wavelength temporal phase unwrapping and digital
moiré in a new method of multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré based on moiré wavelength.
Temporal phase unwrapping has the advantage over spatial phase unwrapping in permitting the
measurement of discontinuous surfaces, heterodyne multi-wavelength temporal phase unwrapping
has the benefit of requiring fewer sets of projected and captured phase-shifted patterns at different
wavelengths, and digital moiré has the advantage of requiring the projection and capture of only a
single grid pattern to generate several phase-shifted images. Temporal phase unwrapping has been
performed with digital-moiré; however, direct physical measurement of the optical system geometry
parameters was needed to calculate fringe wavelengths [18]. Since direct measurement of the optical
system geometry parameters is difficult in practice [1], the approach in the current paper is to compute
the moiré wavelength (the distance between two consecutive bright or dark fringes of a moiré pattern
on a flat plate) for each phase map, by performing a moiré system calibration over the full working
depth, rather than by direct measurement of the optical system geometry. The method is the first to
compute multiple moiré wavelengths in calibrations over the working depth and employ them in
multi-wavelength phase unwrapping in digital moiré. Furthermore, the moiré system calibration
determines a moiré-wavelength to height relationship that is used in pixelwise refinement of the
moiré wavelength and height during 3D reconstruction. This is the first time that this is applied in
multi-wavelength digital moiré. The method requires the projection and capture of only a single image
to extract the phase map for each moiré wavelength. A further advantage for fast measurement is that
the projected grid is binary, which allows fast pattern projection. The method of multi-wavelength
digital-phase-shifting moiré based on moiré wavelength has been demonstrated in measurement of an
object with surface discontinuities and spatially isolated objects.

2. Method

2.1. Digital Phase-Shifting Moiré

The method of multi-wavelength digital phase-shifting moiré based on moiré wavelength involves
projecting multiple binary grid patterns (black-and-white stripes) of different pitch onto an object surface,
and capturing only a single image for each projected pattern. Then, for each camera-captured image of
different predetermined camera-pixel pitch, a synthetically produced (computer generated) virtual
binary grid of the same camera-pixel pitch as the camera-captured image is overlaid on the captured
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image and digitally shifted to generate multiple phase-shifted moiré images [17]. The generated
phase-shifted moiré images contain the moiré contours with sinusoidal intensity distribution as well as
the unwanted high-frequency grid lines. Stationary-wavelet Fourier-transform grid-noise removal [19]
is applied to these images to extract pure moiré patterns. Further explanation of the generation of
moiré patterns with grid-noise and the extraction of pure moiré patterns is given in Appendix A.
The intensity distribution of the phase-shifted moiré patterns after grid removal is described by:

Ii(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos(Φ(x, y) + δi), (1)

where a(x, y) and b(x, y) are intensity background and modulation, respectively, (x,y) are the image
coordinates, Φ(x,y) is the phase map that contains object height information, and δi = 2πi/N are
the phase-shifts between images. To calculate the phase map Φ(x,y), at least three images (N = 3) of
phase-shifted moiré patterns are required:

Φ(x, y) = − tan−1

∑N
i=1 Ii(x, y) sin δi∑N
i=1 Ii(x, y) cos δi

, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (2)

Equation (2) with N equally-spaced phase shifts represents a general approach. As with PSP
methods, increasing the number of phase shifts would improve the accuracy of the phase map.
Considering that the pitch of the computer-generated virtual binary grid is the pitch of the camera
image, to generate the maximum number of phase-shifted moiré images, the virtual binary grid can be
shifted N times by one pixel. Since subpixel phase shifting of the virtual grid by digital means is not
possible in digital moiré, the maximum number of generated phase shifts is equal to the pitch of the
camera-captured grid. For example, for a 10-pixel grid pitch, 10 phase-shifted moiré patterns with a
phase shift of 2π/10 with respect to the previous shift can be synthetically (computer) generated. In this
paper, the advantage of digital moiré that all phase shifting is done digitally as a post-process, can be
applied to compute each phase map (for each pitch), without increasing the number of captured images.
Thus, using digital phase-shifting moiré, high quality phase maps can be computed by capturing only
one camera image for each phase map (i.e., in the above example, 10 phase-shifted moiré patterns to
compute a phase map, using a single camera captured image).

Because of the arctangent function in Equation (2), the computed phase Φ(x,y) is wrapped with
2π discontinuities and a phase unwrapping technique is required to calculate a continuous phase map
Φ(x,y). This process removes the 2π ambiguities of the wrapped phase according to the fringe order
m(x,y) to determine the unwrapped phase ϕ(x, y):

ϕ(x, y) = Φ(x, y) + (2π)m(x, y). (3)

The complete process of phase unwrapping to obtain ϕ(x, y) is explained in Section 2.3.
The relationship between the computed unwrapped phase ϕ(x,y) and object height h depends
on the system-geometry parameters and can be expressed as:

h(x, y) = K ϕ(x, y)(1− h/H), (4)

where the coefficient K is a function of the moiré-wavelength λ; K = λ/2π, λ ≈ pH/d, p is the grid
pitch, d is the projector to camera distance, and H is the camera-projector to object distance [1]. For H
>> h, Equation (4) can be simplified as:

h(x, y) = Kϕ(x, y). (5)
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Combining Equations (3) and (5), the object height map h(x,y) can then be rewritten as:

h(x, y) =
λ

2π
(Φ(x, y) + (2π)m(x, y)). (6)

Note that λ is a function of h, as explained in the following section.

2.2. Computation of Moiré Wavelength in Moiré System Calibration

Calibration of the moiré measurement system essentially involves the computation of the moiré
wavelength λ, the distance between two consecutive bright or dark fringes of a moiré pattern on a flat
plate, for each phase map (each grid pitch) over the full working depth [17]. A flat plate is mounted on
a translation stage and moved toward the camera-projector plane to several known positions (depths or
heights). At each position, the same grid pattern used during object measurement is projected onto the
plate and an image is captured. For each plate position, a computer-generated grid pattern of the same
pitch as in the captured image, is digitally superimposed onto the captured image to generate a moiré
pattern. The generated images for all positions are filtered using stationary-wavelet Fourier-transform
grid-noise removal [19] to extract pure moiré patterns. The intensity at a single pixel is tracked across
all plate positions (over depth). For every pixel, the moiré fringe intensities across plate positions follow
a near-sinusoidal function of the plate translation (Figure 1). The moiré wavelength is determined
by the distance between two consecutive maxima (bright fringes) or two consecutive minima (dark
fringes), respectively. It is common to assume that λ is constant between consecutive moiré fringes;
however, the moiré wavelength decreases as calibration depth increases. To determine the moiré
wavelength as a function of height (depth), the moiré wavelength is first computed at each pair of
consecutive peaks from the tracked intensities over plate positions. The average moiré wavelength
over all pixels is then computed at the different peak pairs corresponding to different plate positions
(depths or heights). Finally, the moiré wavelength as a function of height (depth) is approximated by a
line fit to all average moiré wavelengths computed at different peak pairs for different values of height.
The capture of multiple images at different depth positions is only required during system calibration,
and not during object surface measurement.
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Figure 1. Moiré wavelength λ shown as the distance between two consecutive fringe-plane intensity
maxima corresponding to bright fringes on a flat plate, for a single image pixel. The wavelength varies
over depth (across different peak pairs).

To perform heterodyne temporal phase unwrapping, multiple phase maps are required. Since a
single value of wavelength is required for each phase map, and since the object surface depth (height)
h(x,y) would not be known a priori during object measurement, the wavelength corresponding to the
middle calibration depth, which would tend to minimize phase unwrapping errors, is used for each
phase map. The moiré-wavelength to height relationship would later be used in pixelwise refinement
of wavelength and height during 3D reconstruction [17] (Section 2.4).
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2.3. Digital-Moiré Temporal Phase Unwrapping

2.3.1. Two-Wavelength Phase-Unwrapping

For two-wavelength digital-moiré temporal phase-unwrapping, two binary grid patterns of
different pitch are projected onto the object surface and a single image is captured for each projected
pattern. Thus, to perform two-wavelength digital-moiré temporal phase-unwrapping, only two
captured images are required. Phase-shifted moiré patterns (images) are generated by digitally phase
shifting a computer-generated binary grid overlaid on the captured images, followed by grid removal,
as described in Section 2.1. Phase shift analysis is then applied to compute two wrapped phase maps
Φ1, Φ2 with different moiré wavelengths λ1, λ2 (λ2 > λ1). A moiré wavelength is computed for each
grid pattern of different pitch, using the method described in Section 2.2. Extraction of the unwrapped
phase map ϕ(x, y) using the moiré wavelengths λ1 and λ2, is now explained.

From phase maps Φ1 and Φ2, an extended continuous phase map Φ12 with extended wavelength
λ12, where λ12 = λ1λ2

|λ1−λ2 |
, is calculated:

Φ12(x, y) =
{

Φ1(x, y) −Φ2(x, y), Φ1 > Φ2

Φ1(x, y) −Φ2(x, y) + 2π, Φ1 ≤ Φ2.
(7)

It is important to note that to apply heterodyne phase unwrapping in digital moiré profilometry,
the pitches of the two projected grid patterns used to generate the two sets of moiré patterns (each set
with a different moiré wavelength) must be selected such that the beat wavelength λ12 is large enough
to cover the entire range of the object’s depth h(x, y) (i.e., continuous gray level gradient, no phase
ambiguity in Φ12). This is quite different from the application of heterodyne phase unwrapping in PSP
FPP, where the final beat wavelength covers the full camera field of view. To minimize the phase error
caused by noise, Φ12 can be used as a reference to unwrap the phase map Φ1, which has the lower
wavelength λ1, as follows:

ϕ(x, y) = Φ1(x, y) + (2π)Round


(
λ12
λ1

)
Φ12(x, y) −Φ1(x, y)

2π

, (8)

where ϕ(x, y) is the unwrapped phase map and Round[ ] computes the closest integer value. This high
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) unwrapped phase map ϕ(x, y) can then be used during measurement to
calculate the object height:

h(x, y) =
λ1

2π
ϕ(x, y). (9)

Note that if the beat moiré wavelength λ12 does not cover the full range of depth of the objects being
measured, an additional wrapped phase map generated from an additional projected grid pattern (and
captured image) can be used, as explained in the following section.

2.3.2. Three-Wavelength Phase-Unwrapping

A wrapped phase map with large wavelength has few phase jumps but tends to be noisy, while
a phase map with smaller wavelength has more phase jumps, but higher SNR. In two-wavelength
phase unwrapping, the beat wavelength may not be sufficient to cover the entire object depth, leaving
phase ambiguity. Increasing the pitch of projected patterns to enlarge the wavelengths λ1 and λ2, may
help the beat wavelength to cover the entire object depth; however, this sacrifices SNR in the extended
unambiguous phase map, which makes the phase unwrapping process unreliable.

Three-wavelength or multi-wavelength heterodyne phase-unwrapping can further increase the
beat wavelength without sacrificing SNR in the extended phase map. In three-wavelength digital-moiré
temporal phase-unwrapping, three binary grid patterns of different pitch are projected onto the object
surface and a single image is captured for each projected pattern. The three captured patterns are
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used to generate three sets of moiré patterns by digital phase shifting [17], each set with a different
moiré wavelength. Three wrapped phase maps Φ1, Φ2, Φ3 with different moiré wavelengths λ1, λ2,
λ3, (λ3 > λ2 > λ1) are computed from the three sets of moiré patterns, using only three captured
images. A moiré wavelength is computed for each grid pattern of different pitch, using the method
described in Section 2.2. Extraction of the unwrapped phase map ϕ(x, y) using the moiré wavelengths
λ1, λ2, and λ3, is now explained. Three scale factors (λ12/λ2), (λ23/λ2), and (λ123/λ2) from three
beat wavelengths, λ12 = λ1λ2

|λ1−λ2 |
, λ23 = λ2λ3

|λ2−λ3 |
, and λ123 = λ12λ23

|λ12−λ23 |
are used in the phase unwrapping

process to produce an extended continuous phase map. Note that the three different pitches of the
three projected grid patterns must be selected such that the extended wavelength λ123 covers the entire
range of depth of the objects to be measured. An extended phase map Φ12 with extended wavelength
λ12, is computed from phase maps Φ1 and Φ2 as follows:

Φ12(x, y) =
{

Φ1(x, y) −Φ2(x, y), Φ1 > Φ2

Φ1(x, y) −Φ2(x, y) + 2π, Φ1 ≤ Φ2.
(10)

To minimize the noise in Φ12, Φ12 is used as a reference to unwrap the phase map Φ2 with
wavelength λ2, which results in Φ′12(x, y) with higher SNR than Φ12:

Φ′12(x, y) = Φ2(x, y) + (2π)Round


(
λ12
λ2

)
Φ12(x, y) −Φ2(x, y)

2π

, (11)

An extended phase map Φ23 with extended wavelength λ23, is computed from phase maps Φ2

and Φ3 in a similar manner to Φ12:

Φ23(x, y) =
{

Φ2(x, y) −Φ3(x, y), Φ2 > Φ3

Φ2(x, y) −Φ3(x, y) + 2π, Φ2 ≤ Φ3.
(12)

Again to minimize noise, Φ′23(x, y) with higher SNR than Φ23 is calculated as follows:

Φ′23(x, y) = Φ2(x, y) + (2π)Round


(
λ23
λ2

)
Φ23(x, y) −Φ2(x, y)

2π

, (13)

The extended continuous phase map Φ123 with extended wavelength λ123 that covers the entire
object range of depth h(x, y), is computed from phase maps Φ′12(x, y) and Φ′23(x, y):

Φ123(x, y) =
{

Φ′12(x, y) −Φ′23(x, y), Φ′12 > Φ′23
Φ′12(x, y) −Φ′23(x, y) + 2π, Φ′12 ≤ Φ′23

. (14)

Finally, the phase unwrapping of Φ2 is performed using the extended continuous phase map
Φ123(x, y) as follows:

ϕ(x, y) = Φ2(x, y) + (2π)Round


(
λ123
λ2

)
Φ123(x, y) −Φ2(x, y)

2π

, (15)

This high-SNR unwrapped phase map ϕ(x, y) can then be used during measurement to calculate the
object height:

h(x, y) =
λ2

2π
ϕ(x, y). (16)
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2.4. 3D Surface Reconstruction by Moiré-Wavelength and Height Refinement

In the 3D surface reconstruction, pixelwise moiré-wavelength refinement and pixelwise
surface height refinement [17] can be applied using the moiré-wavelength to height relationship,
determined in Section 2.2. Following the computation of height h(x, y) by Equation (9) after
two-wavelength digital-moiré temporal phase-unwrapping, or by Equation (16) after three-wavelength
phase-unwrapping, the surface height is refined by: (a) Determining the maximum height hmax over
all pixels, (b) computing h′(x, y) = λ〈hmax/2〉ϕ(x, y)/2π, and (c) computing final pixelwise surface
height refinement by h′′ (x, y) = λ

〈
h′(x, y)〉ϕ(x, y)/2π , where λ〈〉 denotes the value of λ as a function

of height for different heights.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the method of multi-wavelength digital phase-shifting moiré based on moiré
wavelength, experiments were performed using an optical setup including a liquid crystal display
(LCD) projector (PT-AE7000U, Panasonic, Mississauga, ON, Canada) and a single monochrome CMOS
camera (Grasshopper 3 GS3-U3-41C6M-C, FLIR Systems, Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) 2048 × 2048
resolution with a 50 mm 6 MP lens (LM50SC, Kowa, Duesseldorf, Germany).

3.2. System Calibration

To calculate the moiré wavelengths, system calibration was performed using a flat plate mounted
on a linear translation stage and translated to 200 positions in 1.25 mm increments over a 250 mm
calibration depth with 0.007 mm translation precision. Four binary (black-and-white stripe input
to projector) grid patterns with different grid pitches were projected onto the flat plate and four
images with 8-, 10-, 12-, and 14-camera-pixel grid-pitches, respectively, were captured at each of the
different known plate positions. The capture of multiple images at different known positions is not
required during object measurement, but is required during system calibration to calculate the moiré
wavelengths. For each grid pitch, phase-shifted moiré patterns (images) were generated by digitally
phase shifting a computer-generated binary grid overlaid on the captured image (generated binary grid
has the same pitch as the corresponding captured image), followed by grid removal, as described in
Section 2.1 [17,19]. Finally, the procedure of moiré wavelength calculation was performed as described
in Section 2.2. The resulting minimum, maximum, and middle-calibration-depth moiré wavelengths are
given in Table 1 for different camera-pixel grid pitches. The moiré wavelengths calculated at the middle
calibration depth, which would tend to minimize phase unwrapping errors, were used in measurement:
λ1 = 21.850 mm and λ2 = 26.048 mm for two wavelength phase unwrapping with 10 and 12-pixel
pitch images, and additionally λ3 = 30.573 mm for the three wavelength phase unwrapping with
10-, 12-, and 14-pixel-pitch images, respectively; and λ1 = 16.966 mm and λ2 = 21.035 mm for two
wavelength phase unwrapping with 8- and 10-pixel-pitch images, respectively. The use of these moiré
wavelengths in surface measurement is explained in more detail in the following section.

Table 1. Calculated moiré wavelengths for different camera-pixel grid pitches (minimum, maximum,
and at mid-calibration-depth).

Grid Pitch
(pixels) λMin (mm) λMax

(mm) λMid-Calibration Depth (mm)

8 15.88 19.08 16.966
10 19.62 24.09 21.850 21.035
12 23.78 28.31 26.048
14 27.93 33.22 30.573
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Note that in practice, grid patterns of different pitch are projected onto a flat plate,
and experimentally tested for their ability to generate suitable extended wavelengths that cover
the entire range of depth of the object if known, or the full calibration depth.

3.3. Measurement

Object surface measurements were performed by projecting onto the object a single binary
(black-and-white stripe) grid pattern for each camera-pixel grid pitch used in the calibration,
and capturing a single image for each pattern. Phase-shifted moiré patterns (images) were generated by
digitally phase shifting a computer-generated grid (of the same pitch as the captured image) overlaid
on the captured images, followed by grid removal. Phase-shift analysis was applied to extract the
wrapped phase map Φ(x,y) for each grid pitch. Multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré based
on moiré wavelength was performed on a mask with surface discontinuities, two spatially isolated
objects (a mask with surface discontinuities and a manikin head) and a double-hemisphere object
(Figure 2). The maximum number of phase shifts possible (corresponding to the camera-pixel grid
pitches employed) was used for all object measurements: 10 and 12 shifts for the 10- and 12-pixel
pitch grids, respectively, used for the mask; 10, 12, and 14 shifts for the 10-, 12-, and 14-pixel pitch
grids, respectively, used for the mask with manikin; and 8 and 10 shifts for the 8- and 10-pixel pitch
grids, respectively, used for the double hemisphere object. The computation of object height from
unwrapped phase for all 3D surface-shape reconstruction used pixelwise moiré-wavelength refinement
and pixelwise surface height refinement, described in Section 2.4, using the moiré-wavelength-height
relationship determined in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2. Objects used in surface measurement experiments: (a) Mask, (b) manikin head,
and (c) double-hemisphere.

Two-wavelength temporal phase unwrapping was applied to the mask with surface discontinuities
by projecting two binary grid patterns with the grid pitches used in the calibration, and capturing a
single image for each pattern (10- and 12-pixel grid pitch) (Figures 3a and 4a). For each grid pitch,
a moiré pattern with high-frequency grid lines was generated by digital phase-shifting moiré (Figures
3b and 4b), and a pure moiré pattern was extracted by grid removal (Figures 3c and 4c). Two wrapped
phase maps Φ1 and Φ2 (Figures 3d and 4d) were computed with moiré wavelengths λ1 and λ2

(Section 3.2). The extended continuous phase map Φ12 (Figure 5a) with extended beat wavelength
λ12 = λ1λ2

|λ1−λ2 |
= 135.567 mm, which covers the entire range of depth, was computed from wrapped

phase maps Φ1 and Φ2 (Figures 3d and 4d). To minimize the phase error caused by the noise in Φ12,
Φ12 with no phase ambiguity was used as a reference to unwrap the phase map Φ1 with smaller
moiré wavelength λ1, resulting in the unwrapped phase map ϕ (Figure 5b). The result demonstrates
the ability to obtain an unwrapped phase map with high SNR to perform accurate 3D measurement
(Figure 5c) of objects with discontinuities, using only two captured images.
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Figure 5. (a) Extended continuous phase map Φ12 with extended beat wavelength λ12, (b) unwrapped
phase map ϕ, and (c) point cloud representation of measured points of mask.

Three-wavelength temporal phase unwrapping was applied to two spatially isolated objects:
a mask with surface discontinuities and a manikin head. To handle the greater depth of the manikin
compared to the mask, the beat wavelength was increased without sacrificing SNR in the extended
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phase map, by projection of another pattern with greater grid pitch. Thus, three binary grid patterns
with different grid pitches were projected onto the objects and a single image was captured for each
pattern (10-, 12-, and 14-pixel grid pitch) (Figure 6a, Figure 7a, and Figure 8a). For each grid pitch,
a moiré pattern with high-frequency grid lines was generated by digital phase-shifting moiré (Figure 6b,
Figure 7b, and Figure 8b) and a pure moiré pattern was extracted by grid removal (Figure 6c, Figure 7c,
and Figure 8c). Three wrapped phase maps Φ1, Φ2, and Φ3 (Figure 9a–c) were computed with different
moiré wavelengths λ1, λ2, and λ3 (Section 3.2). The extended phase map Φ12 (Figure 10a) with
extended beat wavelength λ12 = λ1λ2

|λ1−λ2 |
= 135.567 mm was computed from phase maps Φ1 and Φ2.

To minimize the phase error caused by the noise inΦ12, Φ12 was used as a reference to unwrap the
phase map Φ2 with smaller moiré wavelength λ2, to obtain the phase map Φ′12 (Figure 10b) with higher

SNR. A second extended phase map Φ23 (Figure 11a) with extended beat wavelength λ23 = λ2λ3
|λ2−λ3 |

= 175.986 mm was computed from phase maps Φ2 and Φ3. To minimize the phase error caused
by the noise in Φ23, Φ23 was used as a reference to unwrap the phase map Φ2 with smaller moiré
wavelength λ2, to obtain the phase map Φ′23 (Figure 11b) with higher SNR. Note that when the beat
moiré wavelength does not cover the full range of depth, phase jumps occur, as seen in the white
regions around the manikin head in Figure 10a,b, and in the central black region of the manikin head in
Figure 11a,b. When such phase jumps occur, the height cannot be correctly determined. The extended
continuous phase map (Figure 12a), which covers the entire range of depth, was then computed
from phase maps Φ12 (Figure 10a) and Φ23 (Figure 11a), resulting in a noisy phase map (Figure 12a).
To improve the measurement, the extended continuous phase map with high SNR Φ123 (Figure 12b)
with extended beat wavelength λ123 = λ12λ23

|λ12−λ23 |
= 590.269 mm was calculated from high quality phase

maps Φ′12 (Figure 10b) and Φ′23 (Figure 11b). Finally, to calculate a more accurate unwrapped phase map
with high SNR, Φ123 was used as a reference to unwrap Φ2 with smaller moiré wavelength λ2, to obtain
the unwrapped phase map ϕ (Figure 12c), which has high SNR. This high-SNR unwrapped phase
map enables accurate 3D measurement of objects with discontinuities and multiple spatially-isolated
objects (Figure 13) using only three captured images.
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Figure 13. Point cloud representations of measured points of spatially isolated objects, mask,
and manikin head.

To demonstrate the measurement accuracy of two-image multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting
moiré based on moiré wavelength, a double-hemisphere object, with known hemisphere radii
50.800 ± 0.015 mm and distance between centres 120.000± 0.005 mm based on manufacturing specification
and precision, was measured. To increase the measurement resolution and accuracy, the calibration was
performed by projecting two binary grid patterns with smaller grid pitches (resulting in 8- and 10-pixel
grid pitch in the captured images) than for the other objects. The moiré wavelengths wereλ1 = 16.966 mm
and λ2 = 21.035 mm for the 8- and 10-pixel-pitch images, respectively. Two-wavelength temporal phase
unwrapping was applied to the double-hemisphere object by projecting two binary grid patterns with
the grid pitches used in the calibration, and capturing a single image for each pattern (8- and 10-pixel
grid pitch) (Figures 14a and 15a). For each grid pitch, a moiré pattern with high-frequency grid lines was
generated by digital phase-shifting moiré (Figures 14b and 15b), and a moiré pattern was extracted by
grid removal (Figures 14c and 15c). Two wrapped phase maps Φ1 and Φ2 (Figure 16a,b) were computed
with moiré wavelengths λ1 and λ2 (Section 3.2). The extended continuous phase map Φ12 (Figure 17a)
with extended beat wavelength λ12 = λ1λ2

|λ1−λ2|
= 87.720 mm, which covers the entire range of depth, was

computed from wrapped phase maps Φ1 and Φ2 (Figure 16a,b). To minimize the phase error caused by
the noise in Φ12, Φ12 with no phase ambiguity was used as a reference to unwrap the phase map Φ1 with
smaller moiré wavelength λ1, to obtain the unwrapped phase map ϕ (Figure 17b). Height measurement
was performed using Equation (9) and least-squares fitted spheres to the measured 3D point cloud data
(Figure 17c) had radii of 50.83 mm and 50.74 mm, and thus errors of 0.03 mm and 0.06 mm, respectively
(sphere fitting standard deviations were 0.15 mm and 0.14 mm). The centre-to-centre distance between
hemispheres was 119.81 mm, thus with an error of 0.19 mm. A sample cross-section of measured points
with the true semicircles is shown in Figure 18, the measured points are close to the true values for most of
the surface, except at the edges, which are typically unmeasurable, since the camera and projector optical
axes are nearly parallel to the surface.
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4. Conclusions

Multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré was demonstrated using moiré wavelength
determined by calibration over the full working depth. The method is the first to compute multiple
moiré wavelengths in calibrations over the full working depth and employ them in heterodyne
multi-wavelength phase unwrapping in digital moiré. Furthermore, the moiré wavelength calibration
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determines a moiré-wavelength to height relationship that is used in pixelwise refinement of the
moiré wavelength and height during 3D reconstruction. This is the first time that this is applied in
multi-wavelength digital moiré. The method has been demonstrated in 3D surface-shape measurement
of an object with surface discontinuities and spatially isolated objects.

In the multi-wavelength digital-phase-shifting moiré, the extended noisy phase map is used as a
reference to unwrap the phase map with the shorter wavelength, and thus achieve a less noisy and more
accurate continuous phase map. Only a single pattern has to be projected and thus single image captured
to compute each phase map with different wavelength in order to perform digital-phase-shifting
moiré temporal phase unwrapping. Only two captured images are required for two-wavelength
phase unwrapping and three captured images for three-wavelength phase unwrapping. The number
of projected and captured images required is one third of that for standard heterodyne temporal
phase unwrapping by fringe projection. Decreasing the number of required projected and captured
images would be advantageous in the image data acquisition process to enable fast measurement of
dynamic objects, either moving or deforming. A further advantage for fast image data acquisition for
measurement is that the projected grid is binary, which allows fast projection of patterns of different
grid periods.
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Appendix A

The intensity distribution IO of the captured image when a binary grid is projected onto an object
surface is:

IO(x, y) = b0 +
∑
∞

m=1
bm cos

(
2πm

p
y + φ(x, y)

)
, (A1)

where p is the grid pitch, and (x, y) are the image coordinates. Moiré patterns are generated digitally
by first producing a synthetic grid IS with the same pitch as in the captured frame, when the binary
grid is projected onto a flat plate.

IS(x, y) = a0 +
∑
∞

n=1
an cos

(
2πn

p
y
)
. (A2)

The synthetic grid IS is then superimposed over the captured image of the deformed grid on the object
surface, IO, to generate the following image which contains the moiré pattern as well as grid noise and
background intensity:

IM = a0b0 + a0
∑
∞

m=1 bm cos
(

2πm
p y + 2πd z(x,y)

pH

)
+ b0

∑
∞

n=1 an cos
(

2πn
p y

)
+∑

∞

n=1
∑
∞

m=1 anbm

(
cos

(
2πn

p y
)

cos
(

2πm
p y + 2πd z(x,y)

pH

))
,

(A3)

where H is the camera-projector to object distance, and z is depth. The first term a0b0 is the background
intensity, and the second and third terms are the grid noise, composed of the unwanted high-frequency
deformed and straight grids, respectively. The fourth term represents the moiré patterns that are
encoded with surface-depth (height) information.

A combined stationary-wavelet Fourier transform (SWT-FFT) grid-removal technique [19] can be
applied to Equation (A3) to remove the unwanted high-frequency deformed (curved) and straight grid
lines (second and third terms, respectively), and thus extract pure moiré patterns. The application
of SWT to an image containing grid-noise makes it possible to use a Daubechies wavelet with a low
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number of vanishing moments to decrease smoothing and distortion in the reconstructed de-noised
image. The application of FFT and damping the wavelet coefficients related to grid noise improves
SWT in removing highly curved grid lines, without increasing the decomposition level and smearing
of the moiré pattern. The combination of SWT and FFT can thus remove both straight and curved
grid-noise lines, while minimizing artifacts in the de-noised image, and preserving the moiré pattern
without blurring and degradation. Further details of the method are described in Reference [19].
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